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Newsletter May 2017 
 

Hello Summer time and to the first FMFC event this year, our Open Scale day. Firstly 
I would like to thanks all the helpers on the day and the day before for getting 
everything ready. The winners were :  
 
1st  Jim MaCall - Ryan                          

 
 
2nd Alex McEwan - Thunderbolt 

 
 
3rd Peter Smith - P38 Lightning 
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Paul Reynolds took lots of photos on the Scale day (thanks Paul) and I have posted 
69 photos on Face Book, I have also sent these to Alex for them to be added to the 
club web site under a new folder. There were approx. 25 pilots there on the day so it 
was a great turnout, as usual the weather played good cop bad cop. The morning 
was just perfect but the afternoon got a bit cloudy and windy.  
 
A number of members have now mentioned that the Club FMFC web site comments 
have not been updated since the 7th November 2016 (the newsletters are being 
updated). I have no access and have asked Alex McEwan to grant this to myself so I 
can update comments/pictures, also a number of amendments are to be added to 
the site e.g. membership form/club rules. The committee will be meeting shortly to 
consider how the web site should operate and also review the distribution of the 
newsletter/members notifications. The committee recognises that the members wish 
the club web site to be brought up to date ASAP.        
 
Just a wee reminder that the FMFC Mid-Summer Fly in will be Wednesday 21st June 
2017, thanks to Robert Boyd for reminding me as I forgot to list this in the previous 
newsletter in March 2017. I will update the Face Book page too, so we can see this 
event approaching.  
 
The next FMFC committee meeting is to be held on 12th July 2017, if you have any 
issues or items please feel free to let me/the committee know.  
 
There are presently three Key Holders for the Hut that the Grass cutter is kept in at 
the flying field (Alex Munro, Garry Barr and Graham Hathaway). In our FMFC 
January 2017 newsletter there was an outline of possible times the grass would be 
cut, however for the benefit of everyone the committee is happy to circulate an 
update to the previously stated guidance (see below). The club now has plastic 
fencing, which can be put out for events, therefore I now also have a key for the hut 
for the purposes of getting things in and out that we store in there for setting up of 
special event days.  
 

……………………………………………………….. 
 

Grass Cutting Guidance Update 2017 for Key holders 
 
Being a key holder (of the hut) means you are responsible for looking after the grass 
cutter, know how to use the machine and cut the grass, not allowing 
anyone/members who have not been trained to use/start or attempt to cut/roll the 
grass. Alex is the main person who cuts the grass, please ask Alex or keep him up to 
date if there are any developments regarding the hut, grass cutter, what grass 
should or should not be cut (e.g. lumpy rushes that may damage the cutter) or if 
anyone wants trained to become a key holder in the future. 
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Weekends/Sunday : If the grass is long and has not been cut due to weather 
conditions, there may be a need to cut the grass on a Sunday, however this should 
be done before 11 am (as members expect to be flying after that time) grass cutting 
should not take place after 11 am on Sundays.  
 
Weekends/Saturday : On Saturday afternoons the grass is sometimes cut in 
preparation for the Sunday, if a key holder wishes to cut the grass on a Saturday 
then permission needs sought from either a committee member (Alex is on the 
committee therefore can interrupt flying to cut) or for non-committee member key 
holders, seek the agreement of the flyers present at that time that it is ok to interrupt 
their flying for the purpose of maintaining the field (see * below).  
 
Monday to Friday : Alex regularly cuts the grass during the week at any time that is 
convenient to maintain the field  and sometimes it’s cut prior to the Wednesday night 
flying, around tea time. Key holders are to consider any members who are flying 
during the week, however due to the grass needing maintained priority should be 
given to grass cutting Mon - Frid. (see * below).  
 
*Before Grass Cutting Commences : Members should be advised grass cutting is 
taking place and they need to wait until this has been done. No flying or using the 
strip should take place whilst the Grass cutter is operational (and has entered on to 
the field) as you are not to take off or land whilst someone is on the strip (see Jan 
2017 newsletter Safety point 1). Helicopter hovering/flying, control line planes or 
drones are permitted in the field behind the cars as long any flying is well away from 
the cars and in the middle of the field (as per FMFC previous guidelines).                                         
 
Exceptional Conditions : Under exceptional conditions the grass can be cut at any 
time and all flying can be halted. This may be on a day where the grass is long and it 
has not been possible to maintain it and a number of members make representation 
to the committee for it to be cut immediately. This decision can only be taken by at 
least two committee members and a Key Holder present, and in agreement with the 
members present at the time e.g. everyone agrees the grass needs cut. Members 
should then be advised no flying etc. until it’s cut and the grass cutter has left the 
strip.         
 
Regards, Chairman/Committee FMFC.    
 
 

                                         
 
 
 


